2004 honda crv air conditioning

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Cruz controll doesn't work and I heard there
is recall on the air condition pump. Consumer writes in regards to vehicle paint issues. The
consumer stated white spots starting appearing on the hood, then windows and around the
windows. Also, the air conditioner had to be fixed. I have a Honda Cr-v. I had my ac on and it
began to grind. At first I thought it was my motor, but soon realized it was my air conditioner
unit. I took it to the Honda dealership, and they checked it out. I have been checking online and
many and Honda crv's have had this problem, but no recall. I don't have that money to spend,
yet need air conditioning. Is this fair for Honda to ignore this issue and cost their faithful
customers so much money when this problem did exist in those year models? For the last 3
years we have had three 3 main issues with this vehicle, 1 air bag srs light has been on, 2 the
front passenger window will not roll down and 3 the air conditioning system has not operated.
When you look on Honda's website to check for recalls no other issues come up with my VIN ,
yet if you look the vehicle up by the model and year, a whole list of "campaigns" come up under
this vehicle. My vehcile has had the same problems as the said make and models for years. I
filed a complaint with Honda America case this morning and spoke with "serinity" of the
product concern section of Honda America and basiclly she is telling me because my particilar
vehcile was manufactured in japan VIN starting with a "j" that no recalls apply to me. But yet I
am having the same issues with my vehicle of the same model and year. Honda basically has
stated that they cannot offer any help on this matter. Please note, there are other safety
"campaigns" that I never got notices, such as wiring harnessess. Please help on this matter.
The air blowing out seemed to be warm. There were a few metal shard pieces left in the plastic
panel that covers that area of the vehicle. The mechanic said that he had heard of this
happening but had never seen it. According to the mechanic, his parts supplier said that they
hear of this often. Both believe there is a manufacturing issue with the compressors.
Fortunately my mechanic was generous with his costs and labor charges. I checked online for a
recall and called Honda America. Read more The air conditioner clutch froze and nearly stopped
engine. Now we have no air conditioning or window defrosting. The vehicle was on the road
going 60 mph when all of a sudden heard like a explosion sound and it made us scared and
made us nervous to drive it we have put 3 compressors total. Very costly and regardless it has
the same problem not working. I don't know if its a safety issue but it should be because I think
if it makes that explosion sound that stuff comes out to the air. Honda errors are costing the
consumers a lot of money it should be a recall and fix and refunded if possible. I brought this
car in and will not purchase another one. Please if anything can be done so that Honda find a
solution to this black death issue that's what the complainers and mechanics are calling it. I
would be so grateful with this economy its such a hardship. And living in florida the heat is
unbearable. Thank you for your time and effort. Air condition compressor seized at k--this is the
second one--new part is on order. I was driving slowly in the summer when I smelled a burning
smell of smoke in my vehicle. Within 5 minutes my air conditioner began to blow hot air. I took
my vehicle to a reputable mechanic for inspection. They showed me with the vehicle in the air
that there was a hole in the condensing unit of my vehicle. When I asked what could have
caused it,they stated that the hole was blown in the unit from the inside out. I took my vehicle to
a Honda dealership for inspection after that. The mechanics there said that I must have run into
a piece of metal. Then, off the record, they stated that many other owners had their ac's go out
in the same way and that Honda would probably be recalling them. I researched it a little at the
time and got no-where with Honda. Honda stated since my vehicle was out of warranty, they
would do nothing. At the time I gave up. However, with additional replacements that I have had
to make that are un-characteristic and untimely for a Honda, and with additional inspections by
both Honda and non-mechanics. I was told that my entire engine assembly was put in sideways
by design and that design causes multiple issues with multiple components. I actually had one
reputable garage refuse to continue to work on my car because it was so poorly designed and
difficult to work on. Sadly, I will never buy a Honda again. And I have had 5 Honda's prior to this
one, bought this one new, and would have been happy enough had Honda owned up to the
problems. Looking at complaints - this is an ongoing problem with the crv and Honda knows
about the problem. I am having to pay a large amount of money to get this replaced. Honda is
paying a portion - they know they have a problem with this model of Honda Honda needs to do a
recall on this car to fix this problem. It is happening to hundreds of these cars. The contact
owns a Honda Cr-v. While driving 50 mph, the contact noticed a squeaking sound coming from
the engine. The vehicle was taken to the dealer and the contact was informed that the air
conditioner compressor failed. She did not notice any differences prior to the failure. The
vehicle has not been serviced for the failure. The current and failure mileages were 44, My car
has 40, miles on it and I have learned of a litany of the same problem with other Honda crvs. I've
also learned that the crv air conditioning system has been redesigned for models after ' I

contacted american Honda and received a case number which I shared with my service
representative. He said "I wish you hadn't done that because I could have got things going
faster. Hendrick Honda of charleston says they can fix it no problem, but I don't want to be on
the hook for a major repair on a car that isn't that old with few miles. I'm not looking to cause a
stink. I just want the car fixed. Other than this, it's a bang-up vehicle. Thank you for your time. In
short, the air conditioning compressor on my Honda Cr-v blew apart at 70 mph and 58, miles
sending metal pieces flying and bounce back from the pavement hitting all along the entire
length of the underside of my Cr-v. At the 60, mile service along with all the regular service, the
complete cooling system was cleaned and flushed with state of the art equipment removing old
contaminated coolant, replacing with new coolant, adding a water pump, lubricant, corrosion
control and a system sealer. At 58, miles the air compressor blowing up, I was miles from home
transporting two elderly relatives in degree heat in July in oklahoma. By the time we reached the
next available city, we were all wind-burned from the intense heat despite the fact that we were
driving with the windows partially down and at a much slower speed. This does seem to be a
problem for Honda since whoever is supplying compressors for their air conditioning system is
not meeting safety standards. It is apparent from my experience, the compressor bearing s
frozen causing the compressor to jam and the housing to overheat and blow apart. Complete air
conditioning failure on an '04 crv, after 8 months of ownership. Only occurred once to this
point. I contacted Honda. They told me it wasn't under warranty any more. Car Problems. Air
Conditioner problem 1. Air Conditioner problem 2. Air Conditioner problem 3. Air Conditioner
problem 4. Air Conditioner problem 5. Air Conditioner problem 6. Air Conditioner problem 7. Air
Conditioner problem 8. Air Conditioner problem 9. Air Conditioner problem Air Conditioner
problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems. Where is located air
conditioning filter on a Honda CR-V. From year: , , , , Hear you can find how to locate Honda
CR-V cabin filter when you need to replace. If you need to replace your air cabin filter, you can
find here where this is located. Air conditioner filter on Honda CR-V is located inside of car
behind the glove box. Put new filters in frame and put the frame back in place. After
replacement of air conditioning filters the 2 tabs from filter frame need to be together like in
picture. For more guidance feel free to ask about how to replace the air conditioning filter for
Honda CR-V , , , , How to locate if you need to change cabin air filter, oil filter, fuel filter, pollen
filter or air filter on Honda CR-V from year , , ,, Find more information about where is located
cabin air filter or air conditioning filter for Honda. If you whant to reset service light reminder on
Honda CR-V click here. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data
is processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Skip to content. Related Posts How to change the cabin air filter on Honda Odyssey
DIY, change the air filter on Honda Accord Where is located Honda Civic cabin air filter from
year Acura EL air conditioning filter location. Acura RSX cabin air filter location. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read
More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The
contact owns a Honda CR-V. The contact took the vehicle to a dealer for a diagnostic test. The
test results showed a faulty air compressor that needed to be replaced. The contact did not
repair the air compressor. The contact stated the vehicle would become extremely hot during
warm weather and the lack of air conditioner made it difficult to drive. The failure mileage was ,
Add Complaint. The consumer was informed the air compressor was bad. The contact noticed
oil leakage coming from the transmission and engine area whenever an oil change was
performed by the dealer. Recently, the vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer where they
replaced the front passenger's side axle seal. The manufacturer was not made aware of the
problem. The approximate failure mileage was unavailable. Letter from congresswoman giffords
on behalf of constituent regarding problems with her Honda CRV attachments not imaged the

consumer experienced problems with the air condition unit freezing, the engine blew spark
plugs into the cylinder head, the propeller protection shaft was installed incorrectly, the vehicle
would accelerate at times and the hood release latch failed while the consumer was driving. The
vehicle was unable to be driven and was towed to a local repair shop where the contact was
informed about the compressor failure. The vehicle was repaired but failed again. The vehicle
had not been repaired. The failure mileage was approximately 60, The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer where the contact was informed that air conditioner would need replacing.
There were no prior warnings of the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The current and
failure mileage was 66, The contact owns a Honda CRV. While driving 2 mph in reverse, she
hear a loud banging noise in the engine. Prior to the noise, the air conditioner functioned as if
the heat was on. She turned the vehicle off for four and a half hours. She took the vehicle to a
local repair shop in order to have the air conditioner repaired and was advised to take the
vehicle to an authorized dealer. The dealer stated that she needed a compressor and air
conditioner. The vehicle was repaired by the dealer who confirmed that the compressor had
malfunctioned. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage was , Moments later, the
contact noticed that the vehicle began to wander to the right. The vehicle was towed to the
dealer and the mechanic stated that the air conditioner compressor froze and blew out the
casing. The contact previously noticed that the vehicle began driving in a sluggish manner. The
current and failure mileages were There were no warning indicators illuminated prior to the
failure. The dealer stated that the air conditioner compressor failed. The contact was not
provided with a repair estimate. He was informed that when the air conditioner compressor fails,
it sends metal particles throughout the entire air conditioning system. As a result, any area that
the particles affect will have to be replaced. The manufacturer stated that no compensation
would be provided due to the excessive mileage on the vehicle. The vehicle has not been
repaired. The current and failure mileages were , I complained about the cost to Honda America
I was a stay at home mom and they said I should be happy with that cost. Difficult pill to
swallow when the car was only 3 years old at the time and I was basically paying for their faulty
part. She was unable to determine what side of the vehicle the noise originated. Shortly after the
noise, the air conditioner in the vehicle stopped working. The following day, the contact took
the vehicle to the dealer and was informed that the air compressor and clutch needed to be
replaced. The vehicle was repaired and the contact discovered numerous complaints for the
same failure as her year, make, and model vehicle. Due to the amount of complaints on the
vehicle, the contact feels that a recall should have been issued. The failure mileage was 65, and
current mileage was 67, The air conditioner compressor exploded and shot shards of metal
throughout the system. The mechanic stated that the compressor was blown. The contact has
an open case with Honda and they stated that this was a common failure with the Honda CR-V.
My car has 40, miles on it and I have learned of a litany of the same problem with other Honda
crvs. I've also learned that the CRV air conditioning system has been redesigned for models
after ' I contacted american Honda and received a case number which I shared with my service
representative. He said "I wish you hadn't done that because I could have got things going
faster. Hendrick Honda of charleston says they can fix it no problem, but I don't want to be on
the hook for a major repair on a car that isn't that old with few miles. I'm not looking to cause a
stink I just want the car fixed. Other than this, it's a bang-up vehicle. Thank you for your time.
The contact heard a loud noise underneath the hood. He drove the vehicle to the nearest dealer
and they stated that the compressor failed and needed to be replaced. The current mileage was
51, and failure mileage was 51, The dealer stated that the air compressor caused the clutch
assembly to fail, which contaminated the entire air conditioning system. The contact is in the
process of having the vehicle repaired. The failure and current mileages were 51, I was driving
along and heard a pop and the air conditioning started making a revving noise and the
temperature of the air turned to warm. I turned the air conditioner off and had to drive for the
next 7 hours without air conditioning. Unfortunately, I don't remember exactly what was wrong
but it was luckily still covered under warranty. However, it was told to me that this wasn't a
normal thing to happen. As of September 25, , the dealer had not inspected or repaired the
vehicle. The current and failure mileages were 43, Updated I did not receive a recall for "air
bags: Frontal" issued in June Also, the ac compressor went out on my Honda CR-V. I was told
by the dealership I bought the car from that they had been having a lot of trouble reported on
the ac compressors. I feel it should have been replaced free since the car was only 3 years old.
Then, my air conditioner stopped blowing cold air. As I tested the air conditioner, I could tell
that the air conditioner was not kicking in. I scheduled an appointment with Honda service, and
they told me that the compressor shaft was broken, and that the air compressor, clutch, and coil
needed to be replaced. I was very disappointed that my air conditioner would fail after only 2
years of use. Honda service told me that it looked like normal wear and tear. My complaint lies

in the possibility that this part was defective. If not, then this incident could happen again in
another 2 years. Honda CR-V owners have reported 77 problems related to air conditioner under
the equipment category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Air conditioning
went out at 46, miles. Honda knows they have issues with ac units on their cars, especially crvs
and do nothing about it. I am spreading the word to not buy Hondas. See all problems of the
Honda CR-V. I bought the vehicle in December About 6 month ago, the battery was bad and
replaced by the car dealer. About 3 weeks ago, the air conditioning system was not functioning.
The dealer stated it was due to defective return hose. The car stay at dealer for 7 days in order
to get the new part in. Honda refused to pay for a rental car as it was too hot to drive. I believe I
bought a defective car. Air conditioner went out. Seems common for these crv models. There is
a violent shaking feeling coming from the engine area along with a loud constant rattling sound
coming from the same area. This happens when driving and when stationary. The dealership
said it was a tensioner? The sound persists and is worse when the air conditioner is running.
Also the back seat passenger side lock makes a loud buzzing noise when locked or unlocked.
Honda air conditioning. My car has had nothing but problems with its air. Can someone help
Honda owners please?. Air condition is not workinge while vehucle is running , it blowes hot air
only. Frayon gas is full, but still no cold air. I heared there was a recall for air condition system,
is that true. My air conditioning went out. Honda place said it needs a compressor, clutch and
coil and it cost I've looked online and this is happening to hundreds of Honda crvs. What is the
Honda company doing for this issue? We bought this vehicle brand new and have had it taken
care of by a Honda dealer. Please let me know how you can help get this repaired. My air
conditioning blows hot air most of the time. I've had it looked at twice. For some reason they
cannot figure out the problem. When I look it up there has been more than complaints about the
same thing. This sounds like a on going problem that needs addressed. When you pay Air
conditioner problem that didn't arise until well after the 7 year or , miles. I am on year 9 and 7,
miles over and nothing can be done about this. It is a known issues and it is still happening. A
friend of mine has a crv also but a to my and he has the same issue. Not as bad but still. Why
should we have to pay out of pocket for something Honda knows about and still puts in there
vehicles!. The air conditioner blows hot air. I took it in to dealership and they stated that it is
cooling correctly. Check air system stated nothing is wrong. I am asthmatic patient and this
cause me to have asthma attacks. Also the suspension systems didn't work very well.
Consumer writes in regards to air conditioning failure. The consumer stated the vehicle was not
included in the recall even though it experienced the same failure addressed I the recall. I wish
to complain about my Honda crv. I am having issues with my air conditioning unit. When it is
hot, it blows hot air even when it is set on the lowest temperature. However, when it is nighttime
it will blow cold air. Honda evacuated and recharged the system only for me to experience the
same issues two months later. I was then told that I needed to replace the ac compressor, coil
set, clutch set, etc. I went to get a second opinion and I was told that the ac compressor would
not even power on due to electrical issues. In relation to electrical issues, my car also stalled
about a year ago and I was able to have that issue rectify without taking it to Honda. My Honda
crv touring with 1. When you turn the air on with the air coming from the outside vent,
especially when first starting the car, the smell of gasoline fumes is apparent, which is also a
serious health safety concern as inhalation of fumes is definitely bad for your health. Every time
I check my oil level, the dipstick shows the oil is overfilled beyond what the dipstick measures
and the oil smells heavily of gas. After researching this online, I found that there is a problem
that many 5th generation crv owners are experiencing with the 1. This is what is causing my oil
level to rise to unsafe levels that will accelerate the deterioration of expensive internal engine
components. I contacted Honda and they performed a technical service bulliten related to this
issue on December 4th , where a module related to the air conditioning was replaced along with
the engine oil and some software upgrade was installed. This changed absolutely nothing. I still
am experiencing the sickening smell of gasoline fumes in the cabin as well as the dipstick
showing more oil than it can measure along with the smell of gas coming from the oil. Air
conditioning failed ,according to recall notice, due to bad design. Auto has only 90, miles.
Which is less than , miles as defined in recall notice. Can anything be done to fix the failure? Air
conditioning does not work. While driving, the air conditioner unit quit. At 70k miles, the air
conditioner pulley, belt, motor had to be replaced. Air conditioner clutch fan is not engaging
with the compressor, and blows out hot air. Honda has an extended warranty for the clutch fan
and compressor that they know are faulty parts, but I did not receive a recall letter regarding the
parts in time to get them repaired. My car is now past the mileage listed on the warranty by a
few thousand miles. Honda dealer wants american Honda to "send an email" to the dealer, upon
contacting american Honda, they want the service manager to honor the warranty. It is a game
of "pass the buck". Also, I was without my vehicle for four months last year due to the takata

airbag recall so I am not happy with the safety of this particular vehicle. Hondas are not
inexpensive vehicles. There should be a hard recall on these air conditioner systems that are
faulty, and Honda knows it. Problems with the air conditioning condensers or compressors. The
ac compressor may seize resulting in loss of cold air from the ac vents. Often when the
compressor fails in the fashion, debris is spread through out the entire air conditioning system
resulting in very expensive repairs. Hot sunny and humid day heading to work when turning on
the air conditioning it blows warm to hot air as the car is already warm from the sun it doesnt
blow cold air and if it does its rarely and wont last long. I have seen a lawsuit was filed and
settled but my year of the car wasnt mentioned but seems to be more than just mine as well.
Just purchased October Cruz controll doesn't work and I heard there is recall on the air
condition pump. My car used to run 24mpg. Now drop down to the mpg. I don't know what is
going on? Takata recall. The contact owns a Honda Cr-v. The contact stated that the air
conditioner failed to operate. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign numbers:
16v and 16v air bags and stated that the part needed for the repair was not available. The
contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair.
The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , VIN tool
confirms parts not available. Consumer writes in regards to parts not available to repair airbag
recall notice, air conditioner and ac compressor clutch warranty extension issues. The
consumer stated the ac did not cool properly. The contact stated that hot air emitted from the
air conditioning vents. The air conditioning clutch and coil were believed to have overheated
and failed. Once the clutch and coil cooled down, the air conditioner began to function
correctly. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was approximately 71, While the vehicle was stopped, excessive
exhaust fume odors emitted inside the vehicle. In addition, after turning the air conditioner off,
the air conditioner warning light illuminated intermittently. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
where it was diagnosed that the vehicle was operating as designed. The vehicle was not
repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 22, While
driving 35 mph, the vehicle made a rattling noise from the engine. In addition the contact
noticed a burning odor coming from the engine. The contact pulled onto the shoulder, opened
the hood, and noticed smoke coming from the air conditioner compressor. The vehicle was
towed to an independent mechanic where it was diagnosed that the air conditioner compressor
needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 95, When car is on idle with drive gear , the car
gets vibrate and it gets worse when air condition is turn on. The issue is vibrating and it gets
worse when turn ac on. Must turn headlights on to eliminate fibration. After the repair of service
bulletin , the issue is vibrating and it gets worse when turn ac on. When I drive to work, the
vibration and shaking cause my body get nauseated and headaches. The ac clutch compressor
is out. This is affecting my health. I have researched this and apparently from this is a common
problem because of Honda placement of compressor and heat from engine. I have an with the
same problem. With the and its dark interior I cannot drive the vehicle without opening windows
and this is not safe for many reasons. Pls read following clip I saved from google: - Honda crv
air condition problems - recall for. Read more My air conditioner was working fine on aride
down to yakee stadium, on the way home it just would not work, he garae mech. Told me the
compressor was not working, I bought this car in oct. Of , the models and before had recalls for
this problem, I was wondering if my car has the same problem, I checked the heater it orks just
fine. Maybe my air system is still the sme as the models as bought it in While the car is running
and stopped in gear , there is a strong vibration felt and seen on the driver and passenger seats.
I bought this car on a day with hot weather , the dealer had the air conditioner running on the
test drive. The vibration problem does not occur while the air-conditioner is on! I
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was not told the car had the vibration problem at time of purchase. It is an ongoing problem for
this particular year and model , going on since , with no fix for the vibration problem. There was
a loud banging sound and the air conditioner, which was on and working great, stopped
blowing cold air. I researched the problem and found that this has been very common on Honda
Cr-vs. From my experience and the four different failure modes that have been identified, it
sounds like the ac compressor exploded or imploded and could have left shards of metal on the
highway I was driving on. Two other failure modes of this problem include the clutch axle shaft
shearing and the clutch itself melting. Here are the ridiculously high number of complaints that
I've found within 15 minutes of researching: 1. Car Problems. Problem Category Number of
Problems Equipment problems Equipment problems. Adaptive Equipment problems.

Navigational global Positioning System Gps problems. Mechanical Jack problems.

